The main disadvantage of most existing set kernels is that they are based on averaging, which might be inappropriate for problems where only specific elements of the two sets should determine the overall similarity. In this paper we propose a class of kernels for sets of vectors directly exploiting set distance measures and, hence, incorporating various semantics into set kernels and lending the power of regularization to learning in structural domains where natural distance functions exist. These kernels belong to two groups: (i) kernels in the proximity space induced by set distances and (ii) set distance substitution kernels (non-PSD in general). We report experimental results which show that our kernels compare favorably with kernels based on averaging and achieve results similar to other state-of-the-art methods. At the same time our kernels systematically improve over the naive way of exploiting distances.
Introduction
Various practical applications involve a comparison of two sets of vectors of possibly different cardinality. Two machine learning classifiers which can be easily adapted to work in such settings are Support Vector Machines (SVM) and k-Nearest Neighbors (kNN) since they do not require a direct access to the training examples, instead they access the data only by a kernel and a distance function, respectively.
Several distance measures for sets have been defined, imposing different semantics on what is important in determining the overall distance. On the other hand only a few kernels over these structures have been proposed since it is difficult in general to design a valid kernel function which is positive semidefinite (PSD). The most popular approach for building a PSD kernel over sets computes affinity measures (e.g. χ 2 ) between the probability density functions (PDF) (e.g. mixture of Gaussians) estimated from the corresponding two sets, [14, 10, 13, 1] . The standard Cross Product Kernel which amounts to computing the inner product between two means of the corresponding PDFs in the feature space can be seen as a simple example of such kernels.
The above kernels are similar in the sense that the resulting value can be considered as an average of all the similarities of the elements from the two sets. This feature might be inappropriate for applications where only some elements from the two sets determine the overall similarity. An example of such application is multiple-instance (MI) learning where the task is to learn a concept given positive and negative sets of instances, [5] . In this type of applications a set is labeled negative if all the instances are negative and is labeled positive if at least one of the instances is positive.
To better tackle problems like the above we propose a class of kernels for sets of vectors which are based on set distance measures. By exploiting the distances over sets we define the corresponding kernel functions which are not based on averaging but instead take into account similarities between specific pairs of elements from the two sets. Depending on the actual set distance we are able to impose various semantics into set kernels which can be then used within the regularization framework possibly increasing the predictive performance over methods where distances are used in a standard way (e.g. kNN). These set kernels can be divided into two groups: (i) kernels in the proximity space induced by set distances, [18] , and (ii) set distance substitution kernels, where the set distances are substituted using a Gaussian RBF similarity measure [8] . The kernels in the second group are not PSD in general. We report experimental results which show that the performance of the SVM algorithm with kernels based on specific pairs of elements compare favorably to the SVM with kernels based on averaging. Additionally there is a big improvement for the former in comparison with the kNN algorithm where the set distances are used directly. Finally the performance of our kernels is similar to the state-of-the-art methods.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 defines various distance measures for sets. These distance measures are used in Section 3 to define (indefinite) kernels on sets. Experimental results are reported in Sections 4 and 5
whereas in Section 6 we present the related work. We conclude with Section 7.
Distances on Sets
A number of different measures have been proposed in the literature for defining distances between sets of objects. We will briefly present some of them. Consider two sets A = {a i } ⊆ X and B = {b j } ⊆ X . Let d(., .) be a distance function defined on X . Then the set distance measure D defined on 2 X is:
A and B should be nonempty and finite sets. Within this framework the following set distance measures have been defined. The Average Linkage, D AL , is the average of all pairwise distances. The Sum of Minimum Distances, D SMD , discussed in [4] , is the sum of the minimum distances of the elements of the first set to the elements of the second set and vice versa, normalized by the sum of cardinalities of the two sets. The Hausdorff distance measure, D H , discussed in [4] , is one of the best known distances measures between sets. It is defined as:
The RIBL distance, D RIBL , is the sum of the minimum distances of the elements of the smaller set to the elements of the larger normalized by the cardinality of the largest set, [12] .
Another family of more elaborate distance measures is based on the definition of a set of relations R = {R i |R i ⊆ A × B} between the two sets. The computation of the distance measure will be based on that R i ∈ R which minimizes the sum of distances computed on the elements that are part of the relation R i . In the Surjections set distance measure, D S , the set of relations R consists of all the possible surjections of the larger to the smaller set, [4] . In Linkings, D L , the set of relations is the set of all possible linkings, [4] . A linking is a mapping of one set to the other where all elements of each set participate in at least one pair of the mapping. For Fair Surjections, D FS , the set of relations is the set of all fair surjections, [4] . A surjection is fair if it maps as evenly as possible the elements of the larger set to the elements of the smaller set. In Matchings, D M , the set of all possible matchings is considered, [19] . In a matching each element of the two sets is associated with at most one element of the other set, elements which do not participate in the mapping are penalized. All of the set distance measures defined above take values between 0 and 1.
(Indefinite) Kernels on Sets
A kernel is a symmetric function k : X × X → R where X is any set. We call a kernel positive semidefinite (PSD), iff for all x, y ∈ X , k(x, y) =< φ(x), φ(y) > where φ is a mapping from X to a feature space Φ embedded with an inner product.
Set Kernels in the Proximity Space
A proximity space is defined by a set distance measure and a representation set (set of prototypes) of learning instances, [18, 6] . Given a representation set S = {s 1 , . . . , s n } ⊆ 2 X and a set distance measure D :
where z ∈ 2 X . The dimensionality of this space is controlled by the size of the set S (usually the full training set). The definition of a set kernel in the proximity space amounts to choosing a set distance measure, D, and a vectorial kernel, k, in the induced space. The resulting Gram matrix of the set kernel K P consists of the elements:
It should be stressed that the kernel from equation 1 is PSD iff k is PSD, independently of the characteristics of the corresponding set distance measure, D.
Set Distance Substitution Kernels
The next approach exploits the set distance measures by plugging them into the Distance Substitution (DS) Kernels. These kernels were echoed in the literature for some time but have only recently been introduced in a general form in [8] .
For any kernel of the form K( x − y ) and for any distance measure D, a DS Kernel can be written in a form K(x, y) = K(D(x, y)). Here we will focus on the generalized Gaussian RBF kernel
for γ ∈ R + and where D : 2 S × 2 S → R + 0 is at least a distance function, i.e. it is non negative, zero-diagonal and symmetric.
It can be shown that all distance measures given in section 2 result in DS kernels which are not PSD. Recent experimental [8, 9] and theoretical [7, 17] results state that even a kernel which is non-PSD can be plugged into the SVMs. The theoretical argument supporting the use of indefinite kernels in SVMs is three-fold. First, the indefinite kernels can be interpreted as inner products in pseudo-Euclidean [7, 18] or more general Krein spaces [17] . Second, SVMs with indefinite kernels can be interpreted as optimal hyperplanes in these indefinite spaces [7] . Third, the uniqueness of the solution of the SVMs can be guaranteed [7] .
Several criteria can be examined on the suitability of a given non-PSD kernel for SVM [7] . One of the most useful tests of how difficult it is to obtain a suitable solution with SVMs is to examine the spectrum of a non-PSD kernel matrix. The more negative eigenvalues it has, the more difficult is to obtain good generalization with SVMs. We will use this test to characterize the (indefinite) kernels over sets.
Experiments
In the experiments we want to perform several comparisons of the SVM and kNN algorithms with different kernels and distances over sets on a number of relational benchmark datasets 1 . First, for the various distance measures we want to explore the relative performance of the linear kernel defined in the corresponding proximity spaces and the set DS kernels from Equation 2. These kernels will be used with the SVM method, resulting in the SVM P and SVM DS algorithms, respectively. Second, we want to see how the performance of the SVM with the above kernels compares with the SVM with the following three kernels based on averaging: (i) Bhattacharrya kernel (Bhatta) [13] with the linear kernel as an elementary kernel (ii) the Cross Product Kernel (CPK) with the linear kernel and (iii) the linear kernel in the proximity space induced by the D AL distance measure (K PAL ). Third, we are going to examine how the SVM P algorithm compares with the kNN algorithm where these distances are used directly. By doing this we establish whether SVM P indeed provides an improvement over the simple kNN. Finally, we will try to gain more insight into the proximity space by examining the relative performance of the SVM P and a kNN algorithm operating in the same feature space. The reason we use the linear kernel in the experimental setup is to make a fair comparison between the algorithms and to avoid the situation where an implicit mapping given by a nonlinear kernel will influence the results.
For SVM P and the SVM with the CPK the regularization parameter C was optimized in an inner 10-fold cross validation loop over the set C = {0.1, 1, 10, 50}. For SVM DS the same procedure was used to optimize the width γ and the C parameter over the grid of γ = {0.1, 1, 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60} and C = {0.1, 1, 10, 50}. We will experiment on a number of relational problems: musk, mutagenesis and carcinogenecity. The musk dataset was described in [3] and is a standard MI benchmark dataset; we worked with both versions (1 and 2) of the dataset. The Mutagenesis dataset was introduced in [20], we experiment with the "regression friendly" version of this dataset, and represent each molecule as a set of bonds together with the two adjacent atoms. The last classification problem comes from the Predictive Toxicology Challenge [11] . We present results only for the FR (female rats) version of the problem. We followed the same class definition as in [16] . This dataset is similar to the mutagenesis in the sense that each molecule is represented as a set of bonds with atoms at both ends.
We estimate accuracy using stratified ten-fold crossvalidation and control for the statistical significance of observed differences using McNemar's test(sig. level=0.05). The results are given in table 1.
Results
The comparison results of SVM P with SVM DS provide strong evidence that there is an advantage of the linear kernels in the proximity spaces over the set distance substitution kernels. We observe that SVM DS is never significantly better than SVM P and it is significantly worse for three, three and six set distance measures for musk 1, 2 and mutagenesis, respectively. In carcinogenecity the differences were not significant. The better performance of SVM P could be explained by the fact that the set distance substitution kernels for our distances are not PSD.
To further investigate the above issue we examined the spectra of the corresponding kernel matrices for musk 1, musk 2, mutagenesis and carcinogenecity datasets (data not shown). We could observe the following: (i) for all the datasets and for all the set distance measures (with the exception of F airSurjections) the negative eigenvalues were very small in magnitude (in the range of 0.001), (ii) low proportion of negative eigenvalues occur for the Hausdorff metric and the AL distance measure 2 and (iii) no clear correlation between the spectra of a given kernel matrix and the estimated accuracy of the corresponding SVM algorithm can be observed. As a result of the above analysis we can state that the worse performance of the SVM DS algorithm is not necessarily caused by the lack of PSD-ness of the distance substitution kernels but that the kernels in the proximity space are better suited for the datasets we experimented with. Table 1 . Accuracies and significance testing (+ denotes a significant win of the first algorithm in the pair, -a significant loss, = no significant difference). The first sign in parenthesis corresponds to the comparison of SVM P vs. SVM DS , the second to SVM P vs. Bhattacharrya kernel from [13] , the third to SVM P vs. SVM with Cross Product Kernel and the last one to SVM P vs. SVM P with K PAL . The next dimension of comparison is the relative performance of SVM P compared to SVM with kernels based on averaging. From the results it is clear that the relative performance of kernels based on specific pairs of elements and kernels based on averaging depends on the actual application. The strongest advantage of the former is in mutagenesis whereas the opposite trend holds for carcinogenecity. For musk 1 five different instantiations of SVM P achieve a higher accuracy than SVM with both CPK and K PAL , nevertheless only for D SMD the difference is significant. In musk 2 no conclusions can be drawn. It should be noted that the state-of-the-art Bhattacharrya set kernel from [13] performs poorly for all the examined datasets. Overall the choice of the appropriate way of matching the elements of two sets depends on the application and ideally should be guided by domain knowledge, if such exists. Nevertheless, the relative performance of the different kernels provides valuable information about the type of problem we are facing. For example examining mutagenesis and carcinogenecity we see that although they correspond to the same type of classification problem, i.e. classification of graphs, in the latter averaging works better, hinting that the global structure of the molecules is important, whereas in the former averaging performs poorly, indicating that matching specific components of the molecules is more informative.
We also compared the performance of a standard kNN algorithm on the standard set distance measures with that of SVM P in order to establish whether the latter indeed brings some improvement over the naive way of exploiting distances (these results are listed in table 2). Indeed kNN was never significantly better than SVM P and it was significantly worse for two, six, three and two set distance measures for musk 1, 2, mutagenesis and carcinogenecity, respectively. Finally, to exclude the possibility that the improvement comes simply from the use of SVM, we compared SVM P with kNN applied in the same proximity spaces (kNN P ). In musk 1 SVM P was significantly better (worse) then kNN P for one (one) set distance measure; in musk 2 SVM P significantly outperformed kNN P in three cases whereas in mutagenesis these was no significant difference for all the set distances. In the carcinogenicity dataset SVM P is significantly better than kNN P in three Table 2 . Accuracy and significance testing (+ denotes a significant win of the first algorithm in the pair, -a significant loss, = no significant difference). The first parenthesis corresponds to the comparison of SVM P vs. kNN and the second to SVM P vs. kNN P . cases. The better results SVM P in musk 2 and carcinogenicity may indicate that for these datasets the bias introduced by SVM is important.
To sum up, in our experiments we observed several findings: (i) kernels in the proximity space (K P ) outperform distance substitution kernels (K DS ) -this is due to better suitability of the K P (or non-PSD-ness of the K DS ), (ii) the appropriate way of matching the elements of two sets depends on the actual application (kernels based on specific pairs vs. kernels based on averaging), (iii) SVM P and kNN in the proximity space perform better than kNN working directly on sets (in the proximity space algorithms have a more global view to the data, hence separability is increased).
To situate the performance of our relational learner to other relational learning systems we give the best results reported in the literature on the same benchmark datasets. All the results denote the accuracy and all have been estimated with ten fold cross-validation. The best result for the musk 1 (musk 2) dataset is 96.7 % (96 %) (EM-DD) [23] . In comparison, for SVM P with D SMD we obtained 96.74 % and 92.16 % accuracy, respectively. For the mutagenesis dataset we obtained 87.80 % accuracy while the best result from the literature was 90.4 % [15] . The results for the carcinogenicity dataset are not directly comparable with other results from the literature since different evaluation metric was used (accuracy instead area under ROC curve). From the results reported above we can see that our kernelbased learner compares favorably with the results achieved by special-purpose algorithms applied to structured data.
Related work
As already mentioned the most popular approach for building kernels over sets amounts to computing affinity measures between the PDFs estimated from the corresponding sets. Apart from the Cross Product Kernel, the two most relevant examples are the ones proposed in [13] and [14] where the PDFs are Gaussians and mixture of Gaussians, respectively. This approach for building set kernels suffers however from several drawbacks. First, it is in general difficult to estimate PDFs in a high-dimensional space. Second, if the underlying PDFs can be estimated well enough, a Bayesian framework would be more appropriate [2] . Last but not least, as we showed in Section 5, the "averaging" property might be inadequate for some applications.
A more general approach for building kernels over sets was recently proposed in [1] where a family of kernels between (molecular) measures or densities on the space of elements of the two sets is considered. However these kernels also are based on averaging. The geometrical approach for building set kernels was presented in [22] where the concepts of principal angles between two linear subspaces are used. Again this kernel can be seen as an averaged similarity of the elements of the two sets. A specialized kernel for MI problems was proposed in [5] which, in the case of a Gaussian RBF elementary kernel, amounts to the standard Cross Product Kernel.
The most relevant work in the context of DS kernels from Section 3.2 was presented in [2] , where set distance measures based on level sets of corresponding PDFs, easier to estimate than the PDFs themselves, are "substituted". In these kernels the "averaging" mechanism is also present.
Proximity space was first proposed in [21] . However, in [21] the space is induced by means of an asymmetric kernel function. The proximity space defined by dissimilarity measures was considered among others in [6, 18] . Several experimental results were reported for algorithms in the proximity space: SVM was considered in [6, 18] , LP machines were examined in [18] whereas [18] proposed Fisher Linear Discriminant to be applied in the proximity space.
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we defined a class of kernels over sets which directly exploit the set distance measures such that the computation is based only on specific pairs of elements. These set kernels belong to two groups: (i) kernels in the proximity space induced by set distances and (ii) set distance substitution kernels. We reported experimental results which show that the kernels in the proximity space perform significantly better than the set distance substitution kernels. We have also shown that we can get significant gains in classification performance by focusing on specific types of matchings between elements of the two sets.
In the future we would like to define a new class of kernels over sets which will be directly based on specific pairs of elements from the two sets. Our preliminary results show that these kernels perform favorably with the other set kernels proposed in this paper. In the case of non-PSD kernels, we would like to examine whether regularization of the kernel matrix will improve the predictive performance of SVMs. Finally we would like to examine more informative methods of selecting sets of prototypes based on which the proximity space is defined.
